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UNFOUNDED RAPE a:MPIAINl'S AND '!HE FOLYGRAFH 

By 

George N. Saxton, Detective Sergeant 
Eugene J. Kanin, Fh. D. 

Severine J. Brocki, Fh.D. 

Abstract 

'!here is a wide distribution of reports of rape which are 
classified as unfOUI'Xied by law enforcement agencies. '!he distribution 
does not appear to be related to the male/female composition of the 
investigative team:;, depa.rbnental policies, or the location of 
administrative decision making. '!here appears to be an inverse 
relationship for city size, with larger cities classifying fewer cases 
as unfounded. However, a plausible explanation for the variance lies 
in the relationship of the percent of unfounded reports of rape to 
whether or not a polygraph test is offered to the victim. A 
distribution of unfounded rape complaints shows that when no polygraph 
test is offered to the victim, the average rate is 14 percent. When a 
few victims are offered tests the rate is 16 percent. When some tests 
are offered to victims the rate rises to 22 percent. When most or all 
of the victims are offered polygraph tests the unfounded rape rate is 
30 percent. '!he relationship is statistically significant. [Ed.] 

Forcible rape has been repeatedly singled out as a crime in which the 
victim is liable to a unique confrontation with the criminal justice system. 
'Ibis paper is concerned with the aspect of this confrontation that involves 
the failure to officially acknowledge a rape, that is, to declare the c0m

plaint unfounded. Although declarations of unfounded are applied to all 
types of crimes, it is only in the case of rape that unfounded achieves 
celebrity status. Unfounded rape warrants attention since the concept has 
been uncritically invoked to serve a number of significant functions. It 
has been presented as an authoritative criminal justice statistic which is 
widely employed as an Wex of false reporting. It has also seen service as 
a lively political device since it is viewed as evidence of the criminal 
justice system's rejection of valid rape complaints. '!he justice system, 
therefore, has been charged with sexism am discrimination. Consequently, 
this concept has played a cru.cial role in bringing about modifications in 
police organization am procedures. Lastly, the concept has functioned to 
both reflect am reinforce certain conceptions of the nature of female 
sexuality, e.g., that women are commonly prone to irnagir"liily or fantasy rape, 
a singular female affliction which, it is maintained, enables women to 
confuse fact with reality (See: Hibey 1973; Guttmacher am Weihofen 1952). 

Detective Sergeant George N. Saxton is a member of the lafayette, 
Indiana Police Depa.rbnent am an adjunct professor at Purdue University in 
the Sociology Depa.rbnent. Dr. Eugene J. Kanin is a member of the Depa.rbnent 
of Sociology & Anthropology at Purdue University. Dr. severine J. Brocki is 
a Member of the American Medical Association. 
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In spite of its prestnned utility, unfourrled rape remains a confusing 
am provcx::ative concept. It receives such divergent interpretations that it 
seems hardly possible that authors are addressing the same topic. Unfourrled 
rape means different things to different people am, reasonably so, since we 
are seldan offered a standardized definition by those who actually discuss 
unfourrled rape. I.eGrarrl (1973) cautions us that unfourrled does not ilrply 
that the woman's report of the crime was false. In fact, she points out 
that the concept may have "contributed to the myth. that women make many 
false rape c::onplaints." Hursch (1977), working with Denver, Colorado data 
also stresses that the concept can mean many things am concludes that she 
was able to lcx::ate but a few cases that had to do with false reports. Clark 
am Lewis (1977) follow in somewhat the same vein by specifying that "fully 
two-thirds of the unfourrled classifications had arisen, at least partially, 
from pragmatic considerations of what the likely outcome would be if such 
cases proc:eeded to trial." In sum, these authors am others (Police Volume 
I 1977) have articulated an ilrpressi ve array of factors that can lead to a 
rape c::onplaint being classified unfourrled, am have concluded that false 
reporting is but one of the minor factors involved. Browrnniller (1975:175), 
on the other hand, sees the concept quite differently: " . .. police say that 
15 percent of all rape cases reported to them turn out on cursory (sic) 
investigation to be 'unfourrled' - in other words, they didn't believe the 
c::onplainant." Browrnniller's position is almost a literal interpretation of 
the UCR guidelines for unfourrling a report of forcible rape, viz, only when 
"investigation shOW'S that no offense occurred nor was attempted ... " (Uni
fonn Crime Reports 1975). However, one sm:vey of American police agencies 
fourrl that only 20 percent of the police departments reported using any 
guidelines - let alone the F. B. I. ' s - for unfourrling a forcible rape c0m

plaint (Police Volume I 1977:16). An exhaustive review of the literature on 
rape enabled Katz am Mazur (1979) to conclude: "In practice, the tenn 
'unfourrled' has been used synonymously with 'false report'." '!here is 
considerable evidence that some legal experts am psychiatrists have enthu
siastically accepted this practice. It is necessary to conclude that, on 
the basis of a few isolated studies, polar positions exist regarding the 
meaning of the concept. 

'!he purpose of this paper is three fold: first, to examine the inci
dence of unfourrled rape from infonnation obtained from 216 police depart
ments in the united states: secorx:i, to investigate the influence of select 
organizational am demographic variables that are connnonly hypothesized as 
detenninants of the incidence of unfourrled rape: lastly, to bring evidence 
to bear on the question of whether unfourrled rape does indeed reflect a 
myriad of connnon am unique evidentiary problems or whether it is essential
ly an indicator that police do not believe the c::onplainant. 

MEIHOD 

Questionnaires were sent to 325 police departments across the united 
states (except Alaska am Hawaii) in cities with a population of 10,000 or 
greater. All cities with a population of 250,000 or larger were sent ques
tionnaires am the remaining cities in our sarrple were rarrlomly selected 
from the following categories: 10,000 to 24,999; 25,000 to 49,000; 50,000 
to 99,999; 100,000 to 249,999. We experienced a return of 66.5 percent 
(n=216) usable questionnaires. 
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RESULTS 

Incidence of Unfounded Rape 

On a national level, the only available incidence figure for unfounded 
rape is the 19 percent value reported by the F. B. I. (Unifonn Crilne Reports 
1977). Although a high of 64 percent is reported for Toronto (Clark am 
Iewis 1977), the range of unfourrled for select American cities is 2 to 25 
percent (Katz am Mazur 1977), am the 25 percent figure (Mclbnald 1971) has 
been clearly thrown into doubt by Hursch's critical reexamination of police 
records (1977). Consequently, the few existing reports from official 
records infonns us that the range of unfourrled from certain cities is 2 to 
20 percent. With respect to our survey of 216 city police departments, the 
mean (Xwt) incidence of unfourrled rape cases is 19.1 percent. Clearly, in 
tenns of the various factors that may underlie unfounded rape, am the 
distinctive evidentiary obstacles confronting the successful processing of 
rape cases through the criminal justice system, this figure does not seem 
extraordinary . 

What is surprising, hCJINever, is the extreme range of the incidence of 
unfourrled, from 0 to 100 percent. Although fully three-fourths of the 
departments reported 0 to 25 percent of their rape cases unfourrled, a rea
sonable figure in light of the UCR am other reports, 15 percent reported 
26-49 percent, 6 percent reported 50-75 percent, am 4 percent indicate that 
75-100 percent of their rape cases are unfourrled. '!he higher incidence, 50 
percent unfourrled am over, are pretty nn.lch concentrated in the smaller 
cities which have far fewer cases of forcible rape. It is apparent, and 
only cxmnon sense, that the fewer cases handled the more thorough the inves
tigation. 

Organizational am Demographic Variables 

A survey of the literature basically highlights four variables that 
could be hypothesized as viable in detennining the incidence of unfounded 
rape: 

1. '!he use of specialized police units; 
2. '!he sex composition of the investigating units; 
3. '!he use of the polygraph; and 
4. Population size of the reporting city. 

law enforcement professionalism, as reflected in specialiZed sex crimes 
units or task forces, is an omnipresent variable that is assumed to have a 
profound influence on the incidence of unfounded reports. Regardless of the 
imputed causality of the unfounded rape declaration, whether from police 
disregarding rape conplaints as genuine or from inept investigation, the 
degree of the unfounded status is expected to decrease with the rise of 
specialized units. '!hese data, hCJINever, reveal that the presence of spe
cialized units do not have a substantively meaningful effect on the inci
dence of unfounded reports. Departments that have IInonell or IImostll of their 
cases handled by such units report the largest incidence of unfounded at 26 
percent am 22 percent, respectively; while those with IIsomell or lIallll of 
their cases processed by specialized units report the smallest incidence of 
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unfourrled, 12 percent am. 14 percent, respectively. since additional analy
sis was not able to aCCOilllt for this distribution, it is necessary to con
clude from these data that the use of special llllits in rape investigation 
has no substantively meanin:]f'ul effect on the declaration of unfourrled rape. 

Probably the IOOSt lively am. cogently articulated criticism aimed at 
the presumably high incidence of unfourrled rape involves police disbelief of 
the complainant. It is frequently charged that the sexism of male officers 
is responsible for rape complaints being assessed as fabrications or frivo
lous. '!he inclusion of female personnel to handle rape complaints, it is 
claimed, will bring greater 1.U1derstarrling am. acceptance of the victilns' 
complaint. '!he most compelling evidence in support of this hypothesis comes 
from a verbal report that the creation of an all-female rape analysis llllit 
of the New York city Police Department resulted in a 1 percent unfo1.U1ded 
incidence, ('!his may also be 2 or 3 percent, depending on who cited the 
report.) (Brownrniller 1975; CSida am. CSida 1974; 'lbng 1984. See note 3.) 

Table I shows the distribution of unfo1.U1ded by the sex composition of 
the officers handling rape complaints. In view of the expectation that 
female representation would have an effect on the incidence of unfounded, it 
is particularly interesting to see virtually no difference in the incidence 
of unfourrled reported by investigative llllits that are totally male, largely 
male, am. equally male-female. However, a rather dramatic decrease in 
unfourrled appears where the investigative llllits are largely female. But the 
N's are small here, constituting only 8.8 percent of the semple, am. the 
analysis of variance fails to show significance. It is also of same inter
est to note that the two departments that have exclusively female personriel 
handling rape complaints report the highest incidence of unfo1.U1ded, 25.6 
percent. 

TABIE 1 
Unfo1.U1ded Rape am. the Sex Conp:>sition 

of Investigating Officers (N=216) 

Sex Conp:>sition 

All Male 
Largely Male 
Equally Male-Female 
Largely Female 
All Female 

N.S. 

Unfo1.U1ded % 

23 
19 
20 

9 
26 

Before completely discarding these two variables as irrelevant to the 
issue as unfourrled, it is crucial to note that the existence of special 
units or the gerrler composition of the investigators does not mean they 
possess exclusive power - or even any power - for declaring a complaint 
unfourrled. the presence of these personnel does not preclude that in many 
departments others, viz, llllifonned officers, other detectives, people in the 
records division, carrnnarrlers am. supe1:Visors, am. representatives of the 
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prosecutor's office are authorized to make, am will make, declarations of 
unfourrled. Departments contain fran one to five of the foregoing, X=1.9, as 
authorized declarers of unfourrled, am the rn.nnber so enpowered is not relat
ed to the presence of specialized units, the sex composition of the investi
gators, or to the size of the police agency. Who am how many in the police 
agency can make declarations of unfounded seems to be something of an idio
syncratic occurrence that is not meaningfully distributed anong police 
departments. 'Ib illustrate the panorama of those authorized to make decla
rations of unfounded, it was found that unifonned officers can make such 
decisions in 25 percent of the departments surveyed; detectives, 84 percent; 
officer or civilian in charge of records, 7 percent; prosecutor's office, 28 
percent; camman:iers am supenrisors, 23 percent. '!he authorization of these 
personnel may reflect the existence of agency concern, or the complete lack 
of concern, with guidelines for the declaration of unfounded. In short, 
some deparbnents have designated one person errployed to declare a case 
unfounded am then only under certain corrlitions, e.g., the officer (or 
civilian) in charge of the records division am only when the complainant 
has admitted to the false charge. And others have virtually enpowered all 
police persormel with this authority, regardless of the complainant's posi
tion regarding the veracity of the charge. 

Another complicating factor is that the majority of police departments, 
78 percent, can rule unfounded regardless of whether the complainant admit
ted to filing a false charge. 'IWenty-two percent of the reporting depart
ments, however, rigorously pursue a policy that prohibits the declaration of 
unfounded unless the complainant admits to a false allegation, am these 
terrl to be the smaller cities with populations under 50,000. In fact, these 
cities are Irore than twice as likely as the larger cities, 37 percent in 
contrast to 15 percent, to restrict a declaration of unfounded only to those 
cases where there is an admission to false charges. 

One of the IroSt provocative issues in rape investigation concerns the 
practice of victim polygraphing. It is charged that in no other major 
offense is there such an expenditure of effort to establish the veracity of 
the complainant. Irrleed, in no other felony is it proposed that psychia
trists routinely examine the victim in order to detect false allegations 
(Guttrnacher am Weihofen 1952). '!he polygraph in many police agencies 
functions as a Irore feasible way of negotiating this issue. '!he surveyed 
departments were asked: "'Ib what extent are forcible rape complainants 
offered to be polygraphed?" '!his should not be const.nled as an evaluative 
measure of the actual use of the polygraph. However, it is probably t.nle 
that a significant function of the polygraph resides in its potential use as 
well as in its actual application. In Table 2 the analysis of variance 
shows that the departments that exterrl the offer to polygraph "IroSt/all" of 
the rape complainants show a significantly greater percent of unfounded 
cases. Irrleed, this Ironotonic distribution rather convincingly portrays the 
use of the polygraph as having a positive effect on the frequency with which 
reports are declared unfounded. Although city size complicates this 
issue(Table 3), it is obvious that the larger the city the less likely that 
the polygraph will be used due to the large number of cases harrlled am the 
lack of time am trained polygraph examiners. '!here is evidence that 
departments swanped with serious crimes will terrl to pursue the "best" 
cases. '!his usually means those cases that are Irost feasible for successful 
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prosecution. Hacker (1974), on the basis of his studies, concludes: "'!here 
seems reason to believe that in larger cities only murder cases are treated 
with a full investigation with a wide search for witnesses am rounding up 
of suspects. II 

TABlE 2 
UnfOUlXled Rape am Extent Complainants 

Offered to be Polygraphed (N=216) 

Extent of polygraphing UnfOUlXled % 

None 14 
Few 16 
Same 22 
Most/All 30 

F = 5.19; P < .001 

TABLE 3 
Unfounded Rape am City Size 

(N=216) 

City Size 

Below 25,000 
25,000-49,999 
50,000-99,999 
100,000-249,999 
250,000-499,999 
500,000 & over 

F = 5.27; P <.0001 

Unfounded % 

32 
30 
19 
16 
13 
12 

CONCIUSIONS 

Although statistical data is always suspect, especially from agencies 
as diverse as the law enforcement agencies are throughout the nation, same 
inplications can be made from the data. It would seem that the use of 
specialized police units am the sex conposition of those investigating 
units have little to do with the percentage of decisions to classify rape 
reports as unfOUlXled. '!here is an indication, however, that the use of the 
polygraph am city size do have an effect am we would maintain, for reasons 
already stated, that these two are related. '!hat is, the larger cities do 
not offer rape victims a polygraph test as often as small departments make 
the offer. 

Perl1aps the worst thing about the polygraph is the name it is most 
COllIlOOnly known by - "lie detector." Most people fail to realize that it is 
also a "tru.th detector." Not only does the polygraph have the ability to 
detect a lie but it also has the ability to verify the tru.th. Most acts of 
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rape occur without additional eyewitnesses to the crime. Not only does the 
probability exist that innocent men have been sent to prison wrongfully 
(such as the recent Dotson/Webb case in Cllicago) but guilty perpetrators of 
rape are walking the streets because the case was classified as unfounded 
due to lack. of evidence. As for those innocent men found guilty of rape, 
their misfortune might have been avoided if the alleged victim had been 
offered a polygraph test. 

F. Lee Bailey, one of the most prominent defense attorneys of our time, 
had this to say about the polygraph - "Nowhere in histo:ry has the law fouled 
up a useful tool more dismally than in the case of the polygraph. In some
ways the polygraph technique exercises a pervasive influence over legal 
matters, and in other respects it is branded a bastard child. lawyers who 
are essentially ignorant of the true facts of the polygraph technique de
claim loudly in open court that the polygraph doesn't work (when it suits 
their purpose to do so) and judges equally uninformed rerrler opinions which 
to the men and women of science make no sense. Prosecutors will announce 
one day that John Brown will not be prosecuted because he has 'passed a lie 
detector test with flying colors,' and appear in court the follCMing day to 
fight tooth and nail to prevent Jim Green, an accused deferrlant, from even 
taking such a test. '!hese, obviously, are not public officials SUfficiently 
concerned with justice. Reporters who are too lazy to thoroughly and impar
tially investigate the merits of polygraph testing write articles debunking 
a scientific method they do not understand, and the hapless public is mis
led. '!he public would be better served if it read articles by writers who 
had at least taken a test and tried to demonstrate the many tricks and 
foibles they write about, but which do not exist" (Keeler 1984). 

In spite of the fact that the use of the polygraph is ve:ry controver
sial, our research suggests that it still has a valuable place in law en
forcement, including rape investigations. 

NarES 

1. '!he major factors typically responsible for unfounded declarations are: 
late reporting by the complainant, lack. of corroboration, false allegation, 
lack. of cooperation by the complainant and/or witnesses, reporting in the 
wrong jurisdiction, and inconsistency of the complainant's sto:ry. Addition
ally, Hursch (1977) shCMS hCM in one city unfounded is used as a "catch-all 
catego:ry for cases where no further action by the police is possible. " 
Clark and Lewis (1977) demonstrate hCM characteristics of the criminal 
assault, the victim-offerrler relationship, and the victim are associated 
with unfounding. Pepinsky and JesilCM (1984) discuss the role of unfourrled 
as a tactic for giving the inpression of crime reduction. 

2. caution should be exercised in employing the 1977 figure since it is an 
unweighted mean representing reports only from the larger cities, probably 
250,000 population and greater. '!he uncertainty is due to the fact that the 
original reports have been destroyed. FUrthennore, to corrpare this figure 
with the 1975 15 percent report is unwarranted since it was based on a 
select SUIlU'!er months sample, whereas the 1977 figure was based on a 12 
months sample. (Personal communication, Unifo:rm Crime Reports Section, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 1985). 
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3. '!here are several versions of this alleged report but Brawnmiller's 
(1977: 387) dominates the literature: " ••. when New York city instituted a 
special sex crimes analysis squad arxl put police\Nallell (instead of men) in 
cbarge of intel::viewirg c:x::atplainants, the rnnnber of false cbarges in New York 
dropped dramatically to 2 percent, a figure that correspon:led exactly to the 
rate of false reports for other violent crimes." At best, this urrlocumented 
aCX'X)Ul'lt of what ocx::urred in New York City is suspect. Although the special 
unit started in 1972 to be an investigative unit, it soon lost that function 
since its 14 nanbers could not possibly conterxi with llX)re than a mere frac
tion of rape c:x::atplainants in the city. Arrl for this reason it would have 
been iIrpossible for them to have had a meaningful impact on the incidence of 
unfourrled, along with the fact that they did not possess the power to 
unfourrl. OUr efforts to verify that the unfourrled incidence dropped to 2 
percent were unsuccessful after personal comrm.mication with several ranking 
nanbers of the New York City Police Department who work in sex crimes inves
tigation. In fact, all expressed doubt that such a figure existed. '!he 
llX)St curious ccmnentary on this situation is the fact that no one could 
produce the 1972 figure. 
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'!HE AIMISSIBILITY OF roLYGRAFH EVIDENCE 
IN THE CXlMf.DNWEM..TH OF ~ 

By 

John A. <l1istolini 

GENERAL FRrNCIPIES« STANI::lARI:S OF AIMISSIBILITY OF SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE 

Scientific evidence is admissible to assist the trier of fact in 
resolving the issue(s) in controversy. '!he two basic ways for scientific 
evidence to be admissible are through the le:;Jislative process or judicial 
notice. Presently, neither Massachusetts nor any other state except cali
fODlia allows the introduction of polygraph results in a criminal trial 
through legislative authorization (cal.Ev.Cbde 351.1, 1983). It is through 
judicial notice that polygraph is usually introduced to assist the trier of 
fact in detennining the guilt or innocence of the defendant. 

'!he issue of whether polygraph results should be judicially noticed in 
a court of law has generated much controversy both in federal and state 
courts. In 1923, the court in Frye v. united states, 293 F.1013 (D.C. cir. 
1923) held the results of a polygraph test were inadmissible. In fiY§, the 
court in rejecting this evidence stated: 

''We think the systolic blcxx:l pressure deception test has not yet gained 
such standing and scientific recognition among physiological and 
psychological authorities as would justify the courts in admitting 
expert testimony ... " Id. at 1014 

Not only was the fiY§ court the first to reject polygraph evidence, but more 
linportantly it established the test for all emerging scientific evidence. 
'!he court in denying the admissibility of this evidence stated: 

"Just when a scientific principle discoveIY crosses the line between 
the experimental and demonstrable stages it is difficult to define. 
Somewhere in this twilight zone the evidential force of the principle 
must be recognized, and while courts will go a long way in admitting 
expert testimony deduced from a well recognized scientific principle or 
discoveIY the thing from which the deduction is made must be 
sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance in the 
particular field it belongs." Id. at 1014. 

'!he question that confronts the courts in Massachusetts today is the 
same question that confronted the fiY§ court in 1923. '!hat question is: 
Has polygraph passed beyond the developmental stage to general scientific 
acceptability, thus pennitting its general admissibility? While the courts 

John A. <l1istolini is a Member of the American Polygraph Association, 
fonner <l1ief of the Boston School Police, and current senior examiner for 
Truth Detection laboratories, Inc. He holds a B.A., M.Ed. and is in final 
year in law school. 
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in Massachusetts have not held that polygraph has reached the starrlard of 
general scientific acceptability, case law does pennit the introduction of 
polygra{X1 evidence within very narl:'CM parameters. 

HIS'IDRY OF DEVEIDFMENT AND CASE REVIEW IN MASSAClIUSEITS 

'!he Massachusetts SUpreme Court first considered the issue of the 
admissibility of polygra{X1 tests in Connnonwealth v. Fatalo, 346 Mass. 266, 
191 N.E.2d 479 (1963). In its decision, the court stated that the polygraph 
could not be admitted because there were still "substantial doubts" which 
presently revolve about the polygraph test. rd. at 270. '!he Fatalo Court 
expressed concern that the admissibility of polygraph results would turn 
into a "battle of the experts" rather than assisting the trier of fact. rd. 
at 269. '!he court, citing the starrlard of .D;yg, stated that this starrlard 
for polygra{X1 had still not been reached. 

Eleven years following the court's holding in Fatalo, the Massachusetts 
SUpreme Court in the landmark case of Connnonwealth v. Juvenile, 365 Mass. 
421, 313 N.E.2d 120 (1974), established limited admissibility of polygraph 
evidence. In Juvenile, the court, in assessing the developments in the 
polygraph field since FIye, stated it would take " ••• a cautious first step 
toward the acceptance of polygraph test." rd. at 432. '!he defendant, a 
juvenile was charged with the death of the victim and had submitted to two 
polygraph examinations which "... indicated that he was telling the tnIth 
when he denied having caused ... the death of the victim in the case." rd. 
at 423. While the court in Juvenile specifically stated that polygraph had 
still not advanced to the level of "general scientific acceptability", the 
court did add. "we do however, think that polygraph testing has advanced to 
the point where it could prove to be of significant value to the criminal 
trial process if its admissibility initially is limited to carefully defined 
circumstances designed to protect the proper and effective administration of 
criminal justice." rd. at 424. '!he court in Juvenile held: 

" ... if a defendant agrees in advance to the admission of a polygraph 
test regardless of their outcome, the trial judge after a close and 
searching inquiry into the qualifications of the examiner, the fitness 
of the defendant for such an examination, and the methods utilized in 
corrlucting the test, may, in the proper exercise of his discretion, 
admit the results, not as a binding conclusive evidence, but to be 
considered with all other evidence as to innocence or guilt" rd. at 
426. 

'!he court in taking its "cautious first step" carefully reviewed the ele
ments and theory of polygraph. 

'!he Juvenile Court recognizing the critical role the examiner has not 
only in corrlucting a valid test but in interpreting the results of an exami
nation, stated that "equal to the importance of the machine itself is the 
C011'petence, experience and education of the test examiner" rd. at 427. 
Moreover, the court enphasized that "it is essential that the trial judge 
exercise a high degree of care in assessing an examiner's credentials" rd. 
at 430. In assessing the qualifications and credentials to qualify the 
examiner as an expert witness, the court stated "it is the combination of 
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traini.rg, experience am dennnstrated ability that should be a detennina-
tive. " Id. at 431. 

A major Constitutional consideration involving polygraph testing is the 
Fifth Amerrlment right against self incr:ilni.nation. In its holding, the 
Juvenile court stated that "as a prerequisite the judge would first make 
sure that the deferrlant's constitutional rights are fully protected." Id. 
at 426. While the SUpreme Court has yet to nile on the admissibility of 
polygraph, in SchInel:iJer v. california, 384 U.S. 757 (1966) the court in 
dicta remarked: 

"'!here will be many cases in which the distinction between testilnonial 
evidence am real or physical evidence is not readily drawn. Same tests 
seemingly directed to obtain physical evidence, for example, lie detector 
tests measuring changes in body functions ... may actually be directed to 
eliciting responses which are essentially testilnonial. To compel a person 
to submit to testing in which an effort will be made to detennine his guilt 
or innocence on the bases of physiological responses, whether willed or not, 
is to evoke the spirit am histo:ry of the Fifth Amerrlment" Id. at 764. 

citing this dicta, the Juvenile court stated that the "polygraph re
sults are essentially testilnonial in nature am therefore, a deferrlant could 
not be compelled to take such an examination on the Cormnonwealth's motion" 
Juvenile at 431. 

'!he Juvenile Court in addressing the issue of self incr:ilni.nation, 
premised any admissibility of polygraph results on "the court infonning the 
deferrlant of his constitutional rights. Further, if the deferrlant wishes to 
waive this right, the court must assure that the waiver is made "voluntari
ly, knowledgeable am intelligently" Id. at 432. 

'!he court reiterated the standard of Juvenile in Cormnonwealth v. 
Grenshaw, 356 N.E. 2m 708 (1976). It noted that one facet of admissibility 
is that the deferrlant must agree in advance to the admissibility of the 
results regardless of its outcome. '!he deferrlant, who was charged with 
assault am batte:ry with intent to connnit murder, took a polygraph examina
tion prior to any discussion with the court or prosecution. The results of 
the examination were favorable to the deferrlant. '!he court in Grenshaw 
denied admission stating that the deferrlant never agreed to be bound by the 
results of the polygraph examination. '!he court cited Juvenile in saying 
there was no abuse of discretion by the trial judge in denying the results 
of a polygraph examination which the deferrlant knew was favorable. 

Again in Cormnonwealth v. Stewart, 377 N.E. 2m 693 (1978), the court 
refused to admit the results of the polygraph examination favorable to the 
deferrlant because there was no prior agreement that the results would be 
admissible irrespective of the test outcome. Additionally in Stewart, the 
deferrlant moved that the chief prosecution witness be required to submit to 
a polygraph test. '!he court stated that there were serious 5th Amendment 
problems that arise from compelled polygraph examinations. '!he court stated 
that "a polygraph examination may never be compulso:ry." Id. at 384. 
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In 1978, two c::c::xrpanion cases further refined the principles for limited 
admissibility of polygraph announciated in Juvenile. Urrler Juvenile, the 
results of a polygraph examination would be admissible whether favorable or 
illlfavorable to the deferrlant's case. '!he first of these cases, COIlm:>nwealth 
v. Vitello, 376 Mass. 426, 382 N.E.2d 582 (1978), involved a deferrlant 
cl'lcu'ged with an anned:robbel:y. '!he deferrlant appealed the trial judge's 
admission of an illlfavorable polygraph examination as part of the govern
ment's case in chief. '!he trial judge noted that the procedures in Juvenile 
were followed. Moreover, the deferrlant selected the examiners, whom the 
court approved. 

'!he issue in vitello was the trial judge's nlling that if he (judge) 
should "... fim the examiner to be qualified, the polygraph evidence would 
be admissible as part of the Colmnonwealth's case in chief." Id. at 426. In 
overturnin:J the trial court's nlling, the Massachusetts SUpreme court again 
stated that the ~ starrlard of "general scientific acceptance .•. has not 
yet been achieved" Id. at 431. '!he court held that "... polygraph evidence 
may not be introduced during the Colmnonwealth's case in chief for the irrle
perrlent purpose of proving guilt." Id. at 426. Hov.rever, while the Vitello 
court held that polygraph evidence cannot be admitted as irrleperrlent evi
dence of guilt or innocence, it did hold that polygraph evidence may be 
introduced for the limited purpose of impeaching or corroborating the defen
dant's testimony. '!he court stated ''while we have expressed our reserJa
tions regarding the distortions to the trial process •.. we do not think it 
is wise to bar polygraph completely fram the judicial arena." Id. at 453. 

Allov.ring the examiner to testify to the issue of a deferrlant' s credi
bility assists the trier of fact. A standard cross-examination technique 
for iIrpeaching a witness' testimony is to attack his reputation for tnIth or 
veracity. '!he Vitello court described "an examiner as a potential expert 
character witness." Id. at 454. 

'!he court reasoned that "if polygraph evidence is favorable, a defen
dant with a criminal record may elect to testify where he ot:h.enlise would 
not on the theory that the impact of the polygraph evidence will offset the 
prejudicial impact of his criminal history" Id. at 455. 

Recognizing the potential for examiner error, that a tnIthful deferrlant 
may be mistakenly evaluated by the examiner as lying, the court stated that 
the "deferrlant could protect himself ... by forfeiting his right to testify" 
Id. at 455. '!he court in reaching its holding balanced the "costs" of 
admission against the probative value of admissibility. In considering the 
"costs" of admissibility, the court cited three key areas. 

First, is the potential confusion arrl prejudice to the jury. '!he court 
citing Colmnonwealth v. Lykus, 367 Mass. 191, (1975) which involved the 
admissibility of spectrographic analysis, was concerned that "the polygraph 
may assurre a posture of mystic infallibility." secorrlly, was the concern 
"that the use of polygraph evidence may usw:p the jury's historic role of 
detennining the credibility of witnesses arrl fiming facts." vitello at 
445. '!he court went on to say that "this concern goes beyorrl the possibili
ty that a jury will, in fact, be so influence by polygraph evidence that it 
effectively abnegates its responsibilities as irrlependent fact fimer." Id. 
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at 445. 'lhirdly, the court fcx::used on the consumption of time am use of 
trial resources. The court believed that "the introduction of polygraph 
evidence through the testiIoc>ny of an expert witness will consume a substan
tial am:>UITt of time." Id. at 446. 'Ibis issue of time would be c:x::trpOUl'Xied, 
in the court's opinion, "because polygraph is a potentially critical element 
in every criminal case" Id. at 446. FUrther, the court was concen1ed with 
the potential burden on trial judges that may result from indiscriminate 
requests for admission of polygraph tests. These fears have proven to be 
unfOUlXled in Massachusetts. 

The court in addressing the other side of the equation, stated that 
while there is probative value to the use of polygraph, it "is diminished by 
the complexity of the interactions among subject, examiner am machine" 
vitello at 451. On balance, the court fOUlXl that the probative value of 
polygraph evidence was significantly outweighed by the potential dangers to 
allow general admissibility. 

In the companion case of Conunonwealth v. Moynihan, 376 Mass. 468 (1978), the 
court nIled that the trial judge did not err in not admitting polygraph as 
irxiependent evidence of guilt or innocence, even though it was favorable to 
the defendant. The trial judge nIled that while the favorable polygraph 
results were not admissible as irxiependent evidence of guilt, the results 
would be admissible for the limited purpose of corroborating the defendant's 
testiIoc>ny in the event he took the stand. At the conclusion of the govern
ment's case, the defendant informed the trial judge that his first witness 
would be a polygraph examiner. The trial judge nIled that the examiner 
could not testify until the defendant took the stand. The Moynihan Court 
citing the reasoning in Conunonwealth v. Vitello, held "'!hat polygraph evi
dence favorable to the defendant carmot be introduced as independent evi
dence, but can be admitted to corroborate the defendant's testiIoc>ny" 
Moynihan at 478. The trial judge also nIled that a voir dire hearing on the 
examiner's qualifications am testing procedures would not take place until 
the defendant had testified. The in'p:>rtance of the examiner's qualifica
tions am testing procedures were one of the cornerstones for admissibility 
as established in A Juvenile. The court in Moynihan in reviewing this issue 
stated: 

" although the judge should have granted the defendant's request 
that the voir dire of the polygraph examiner be conducted prior to his 
taking the stand. 'Ibis error is hannless in view of the fact that the 
examiner was founj to be qualified am his favorable testiIoc>ny was 
received in evidence." Id. at 479. 

It should be noted that notwithstanding the favorable polygraph re
sults, the defendant was convicted by the jury. The concerns of possible 
usurpation of the jury role am the potential perception of "infallibility" 
of scientific evidence may not be as great as feared. Polygraph may be able 
to play an in'p:>rtant part in the judicial process by assisting the trier of 
fact in assessing the credibility of the defendant. 
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INDIGENl' D.EF'.ENIlANI"S RIGHI'S 'IO A roLYGRAm EXAMINATION 

In vitello ani Moynihan, both deferxlants, who were irrligent, were 
pennitted on pretrial notions to take a polygraph examination at the expense 
of the Ccmnonwealth. '!he court in Ccmnonwealth v. lDckley, 381 Mass. 156 
(1980), ruled that the deferxlant was entitled to a new trial because the 
trial judge failed to corrluct a sufficient hearing on the deferxlant' s pre
trial notion for a polygraIil examination at the public expense. Under 
Massachusetts General Law 01. 261, section 27A, if the court finds the 
deferxlant irrligent, " ... it shall not deny any request with respect to extra 
fees ani costs ••• reasonably necessary to assure the applicant as effective 
a prosecution or defense as he would have if he were financially able to 
pay. " In lDckley, the trial judge failed to corrluct a sufficient hearing on 
the deferxlant's notion for a polygraph test at the Ccmnonwealth's expense. 
'!he trial judge ruled "as a matter of law, that the purpose for which poly
graphic evidence could be used at trial were too lilnited ... ever to justify 
the experrliture of public funds for such a test ... " Id. at 161. '!he test 
that is to be applied: 

" ... is whether the item is reasonably necessary to prevent the party 
from being subjected to a disadvantage in preparing or presenting his 
case adequately, in comparison with one who could afford to pay for the 
preparation which the case reasonably requires." Id. at 161. 

'!he lDckley court stated that a sufficient hearing must be corrlucted on 
an irrligent deferxlant's request for the expense of public funds for a poly
graph examination. As a result of lDckley, a trial judge in detennining 
whether polygraph would meet the definition of "reasonably necessary" to 
defense pursuant to General Law ch. 261, section 27C may consider: 

" . •. among other factors (1) the cost of the test; (2) whether the 
requirements of admissibility of polygraphic evidence set forth in 
vitello have been satisfied; (3) the lilnited use to which polygraphic 
evidence may be put at trial; ( 4) whether the deferxlant has a criminal 
record which might deter him from testifying; and (5) the possibility 
that the test might work to the deferxlant' s disadvantage in the event 
that it produces a result unfavorable to him, but he nonetheless wishes 
to testify on his behalf." lDckley at 162. 

INI'ROIUCTION OF EVIDENCE 

'!he introduction of polygraph evidence by the prosecution is not per
mitted. In Ccmnonwealth v. Allen, 387 N.E. 2nd 553 (1979), the court again 
affinned its lilnited admissibility standard as decided in Ccmnonwealth v. 
Vitello. '!he deferxlant, Allen charged with murder, had taken a polygraph 
examination pursuant to the procedures set forth in A Juvenile. '!he trial 
court allowed, over objection of the defense, the prosecutor to include in 
her opening remarks that a polygraph examiner would testify that the defen
dant was not truthful when he denied involvement with the murder. '!he Allen 
Court granted a new trial stating that the lilnitations of admissibility 
under its vitello decision only pennitted polygraph results for "... the 
purpose of :inpeaching or corroborating the deferxlant' s credibility if he 
testifies." Id. at 556. While more restrictive than A Juvenile, the 
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vitello decision still assists the trier of fact in assessing the defen
dant's credibility if he testifies at his own trial. 

NON PARrY WI'INESS 

'!he court further refined the limited admissibility of Commonwealth v. 
Walker, 392 Mass. 152, 466 N.E.2d 71 (1984), when it held that "the poly
graph test results of a nonparty witness are not admissible in a crilninal 
trial ••• regardless of whether the witness, defendant, and Commonwealth 
have signed a stipulation agreeing to admissibility" Id. at 159. In Walker, 
the defendant was charged with a criminal c:orrplaint for nonsupport. '!he 
child in question, was conceived in late December 1980 or early Januazy 
1981. D.lring this period of time, the defendant stated he only had "sexual 
relationships with the c:::arplainant once on Januazy 2rrl or 3rd, 1981." Id. 
at 153. On New Year's Eve, the c:::arplainant's escort was someone other than 
the defendant. 

" . .. the defendant and his counsel and the c:::arplainant and her counsel 
stipulated that the c:::arplainant would take a polygraph examination, the 
results of which would be admissible into evidence to support or 
inpeach the testilnony of the c:orrplainant and neither party shall obj ect 
to the admission thereof in any criminal or civil litigation between 
the parties." Id. at 153. 

'!he Commonwealth was not a party to the stipulation. '!he polygraph examina
tion iI'rlicated that the c:::arplainant was not telling the tnlth when she 
stated she did not have sexual relations with her New Year's Eve c:::arpanion. 
'!he court in Walker declined to extend Vitello, holding to include nonparty 
witness. [See also Commonwealth v. DiLego, 493 N.E.2d 807 (1982).] 

JUDICIAL DISCREI'ION 

Urrler the procedures for admissibility in Juvenile and Vitello, the 
judge has broad discretion in assessing the examiner's qualifications, the 
testee's amenability to testing, the test corrlitions, and the test ques
tions. However, "if he firrls the examiner qualified and the test properly 
conducted," the judge does not have broad discretion to exclude evidence of 
the test results offered to corroborate a defendant's testilnony. Common
wealth v. Martin, 392 Mass. 161 (1984). 

In Martin, the trial judge excluded favorable polygraph results based 
on the fact that he also excluded evidence of the defendant's prior corwic
tions, which the prosecution attempted to intrcx:luce to inpeach the 
defendant's credibility. '!he court cited Vitello in that the admissibility 
of favorable test results may aid the trier of fact by encouraging a 
defendant, with a similar prior corwiction, to testify. However, the Walker 
court stressed ''we have never said that polygraph test results favorable to 
a defendant are admissible to corroborate his testilnony only when evidence 
of a prior corwiction has been admitted to inpeach his testilnony. SUch a 
nile would only benefit defendants who had been previously corwicted of a 
crime. " Id. at 163. Additionally, the court went on to say that favorable 
polygraph test results may not be excluded because in the judge's opinion, 
the defendant has corroborated alibi evidence to offer. 
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The holdings in Juvenile, Vitello, ani Martin in"plicitly suggest that 
the Ccmnonwealth has veto power over a deferrlant's request to take a 
polygraph examination. This specific issue was addressed in Ccmnonwealth v. 
wick, 399 Mass. 705, 506 N.E.2d 857 (1987). The deferrlant was charged with 
operating a motor vehicle while un::ler the influence of liquor. The defen
dant maintained that he was not the operator of the vehicle, but rather a 
passenger. The deferrlant requested a polygraph examination concerning the 
issue of whether or not he was driving the vehicle. The trial court judge 
ruled that "he could not order a polygraph examination unless the prosecu
tion ani deferrlant agree" Id. at 705. '!he Wick court held that "although 
never expressed explicitly, it is inherent in ... our opinions that the 
Ccmnonwealth does not have a veto over the use in evidence of the results of 
a deferrlant's polygraph examination" Id. at 706. The court's ruling pre
cluded the Conunonwealth from blocking a deferrlant's motion for a polygraph 
examination sin"ply by objecting. The court in not requiring mutual agree
ment for a polygraph examination, did state in dicta that "it may be time 
for a careful study of the subject either as a basis for legislative action 
. .. or for court rules concerning the use of polygraph examinations ani 
their results in trial cases" Id. at 706. 

In summary, the present admissibility of polygraph evidence in a Massa
chusetts' criminal trial, is limited to the extremely narrow puIpOSe of 
iIrpeaching or corroborating a deferrlant' s testimony. This limited admissi
bility is predicated on the following: 

1. That the deferrlant moves to submit to the examination. 

2. That the trial judge finds the deferrlant suitable for testing. 

3. That the deferrlant knowingly ani intelligently waives his 5th 
Amendment Rights. 

4. That the trial judge finds the examiner is qualified ani the test 
procedures were properly conducted. 

5. That the deferrlant actually testifies prior to the testimony of the 
examiner. 

CONCIDSION 

More than fourteen years have passed since the Ccmnonwealth took "a 
cautious first step" towards the admissibility of polygraph results. While 
the SUpreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts has yet to hold that polygraph 
has attained the level of "general scientific acceptability," the court has 
carefully crafted corxlitions for the limited admissibility of polygraph 
results. The court has insured that the deferrlant's constitutional rights 
are not infringed as a result of the use of polygraph evidence. Despite the 
fact that polygraph has failed to attain the level of the ~ standard, the 
Massachusetts SUpreme Court recognizes the potential value this scientific 
device might have in assisting the trier of the fact in detennining tnlth. 

* * * * * * 
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By 

James R. Wygant 

Whenever someone complains about polygraph testing, examiners are 
inclined to describe how effective it is. '!hat response has not been per
suasive. Beyond challenges to accuracy, there are other fundamental objec
tions to the use of polygraph that those in the profession must address. It 
is not enough to assert that we accomplish good by raising the general level 
of honesty. 

Critics increasingly ignore appeals to the "conunon good" and insist on 
limiting consideration to what they claim are abuses of individual rights. 
If we do not listen carefully to what the politicians and the courts are 
saying, we will never be able to satisfy them, and if they are not satis
fied, they have the power to impose their own remedies. 

When I became an examiner eleven years ago, the most conunon objection 
to polygraph was that it was inaccurate. In the past decade, credible 
research has repeatedly established very high levels of accuracy for poly
graph. Today the argument of inaccuracy is seldom raised as vigorously as 
it once was. 

Polygraph's opponents seem to have conceded that it is foolish to 
complain that 88 or 90 or 95 percent accuracy is inadequate. Anyone who has 
done the most rudimentary evaluation of investigative techniques recognizes 
that there are more mistakes made when polygraph is not used. As only one 
exarrple, the 1979 book Eyewitness Testimony by Dr. Elizabeth IDftus severely 
shook the confidence that many people fonnerly had in eyewitness descrip
tions. 

'!here is no perfect way to make a decision when facts are unresolved or 
in dispute, but research has clearly demonstrated that polygraph is better 
than most other conunonly accepted methods. 

Even the American Civil Liberties Union, a long standing opponent of 
polygraph, no longer makes accuracy their primary target. '!hey now argue 
that polygraph testing is an affront to human dignity and to the inherent 
rights of privacy that we should all be allowed. Whether we agree with this 
argument or not is irrelevant. We must recognize that it can be persuasive. 

'!he courts, as well, have taken a step back from the old argument that 
polygraph is not acceptable within the scientific conmrunity. '!hey too now 
argue that the process of polygraph testing is itself antithetical to the 
justice system, regardless of effectiveness. What the courts are saying is, 
''We don't care if it works, we don't like it anyway." 

James Wygant is a Member of the American Polygraph Association who has 
had six articles published previously in Polygraph. 
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Consider the recent opinion of the canadian SUpreme Court in Her Majes
ty the Queen v. Belam. Justice McIntyre, writing for the majority, said 
that the court's rejection of polygraph testimony "... is not based on a 
fear of the inaa::ura.cies of the polygraph. . .. It is my view that the 
admission of polygraph evidence will serve no purpose which is not already 
served. It will disrupt proceedings, cause delays, am [add] to numerous 
COI'I'plications which will result in no greater degree of certainty in the 
process than that which already exists ... 

The SUpreme Court of my own state, Oregon, rendered a similar opllllon 
in state v. Lyon, 384 Or. 221, October 13, 1987, rejecting admissibility of 
polygraph results even when there was a written stipulation. 

Justice campbell wrote in that opinion, "Of greater concern even than 
the possibility of undue delay is the potential for misuse am over-valua
tion of the polygraph evidence by the jUlY." And, referring to a previous 
decision about polygraph admissibility, he reiterated that, "our primary 
considerations in reaching our conclusion in Brown were the probable effect 
of polygraph evidence upon the integrity of the trial process am our re
spect for the traditional role of the jUlY." 

'!hat last statement probably strikes very clear to the heart of the 
judicial resistance to polygraph. 

In a concurring opinion in state v. Lyon, Justice Linde observed per
ceptively that, "I doubt that the uneasiness about electrical lie detectors 
would disappear even if they were refined to place their aa::ura.cy beyorrl 
question. Irrleed, I would not be sw:prised if such a development would only 
heighten the sense of unease am the search for plausible legal objections." 

Rather than speaking prophetically, Justice Linde may have been de
scribing what has already been happening. There seems to be a direct corre
lation between the increasing proof of polygraph aa::ura.cy am the rise in 
objections to its use. OVer the past decade, with each new bit of research 
that has reaffinned the aa::ura.cy or reliability of polygraph, there has also 
been an escalation in restraints imposed upon its use. It is as though 
politicians am courts had been more willing to accept polygraph when uncer
tain aa::ura.cy pennitted them to ignore it. 

Knowledge is power. law makers are always sensitive to power being 
placed at the disposal of persons whom they regard as self-interested am 
venal. Many law makers include private polygraph examiners in that catego
ry. Examiners who have appeared eager to test anybody on anything have 
contributed to that view. 

Courts, too, are uncomfortable with the traces of arrogance that they 
sometimes have obse!:ved in the course of polygraph testimony. Judges do not 
like witnesses who make absolute claims about being able to tell truth from 
lies. If all of the polygraph examiners who had ever testified had claimed 
only that they obtained results consistent with customary nonns, pertlaps 
polygraph would be more welcome in courtrooms today. 
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I have been limiting my abseJ::vations to the resistance to polygraph 
that exists anong politicians am courts. SUrveys of persons who have taken 
pre-enployment polygra{il tests have repeatedly shown that the majority of 
them approved of the use of polygraph. I suspect that this represents a 
IlDre c::annnn view within our society than the abhorrence of polygraph that 
troubles our courts am politicians. 

So if the general public is supportive of the use of polygraph, even in 
the midst of a prevalent anti -polygraph attitude anong the news media, why 
do courts am politicians fear it? Although some of their fear may be 
siInple "protection of their turf", I believe that there are IlDre significant 
underlying considerations. It is the nature of the work done by judges am 
politicians that co.npels them to think in IlDre conceptual tenus than the 
average citizen. '!hey are IlDre inclined to think of what could happen, 
rather than concentrating exclusively on what has been happening. 

In the past decade the mnnber of polygraph schools has at least doubled 
or tripled. Consequently, the number of examiners has increased dramatical
ly. So, in tum, has the mnnber of tests being administered in all private 
am public sectors. Using only the Deparbnent of Defense (DoD) as a refer
ence, the mnnber of polygraph tests administered by all branches of DoD 
nearly doubled in the six years from 1980 through 1985. 

To a judge or law maker thinking of what "could" happen, such remark
able growth of the use of polygraph suggests that it might soon intrude into 
all phases of our culture. '!here is little doubt that we would all firrl 
that repugnant. We would all prefer to have our statements accepted at face 
value. None of us would corrlone a system in which polygraph or any other 
methodology was routinely employed to confinn our veracity. 

It is useless to argue that there is absolutely nothing degrading about 
a polygraph examination. By its nature it is a challenge to the person 
being tested to offer proof that he or she is being truthful. '!hat does 
steal something from the dignity that we would all ahve if we all told the 
truth arrl could expect to be believed. 

Unfortunately, we do not live in such a perfect world. People do lie. 
Ani some people who are telling the truth are not believed. Because of 
that, those people who support, reconunend, undergo, am administer polygraph 
tests have made a decision that they are willing to give up temporarily a 
little dignity for the sake of firrling out the truth. It is not unlike the 
decisions we all make when we do anything unpleasant for the sake of a 
greater good (for exanple, supplying personal infonnation when we apply for 
credit, or stripping naked for a medical examination). 

'!he corrlition that must accompany the kirrl of decision I have just 
described is a voluntary concept. Whatever the circtnnstance, we generally 
conclude that it is not proper to co.npel someone to give up infonnation. In 
matters of national security we usually stretch that to mean that a person 
can either choose to undergo a polygraph test or accept the alternative of 
being denied access to national secrets. 
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In the private employment sector, conpllsion can become a clouded 
issue. When law makers think of the way t:hin:js "could" be on the job, they 
invariably conclude that workers could be COl'l"pelled to urxiez:go polygraph 
testing because of a threat, even in:tirect, that their jobs would be at risk 
if they declined. As votes in Congress denonstrate, there are few law 
makers who are tolerant of any hint of conpllsion, even the IOClSt in:tirect, 
when a polygraph is administered to an employee or applicant. 

Any pol ygraIil examiner who does not hllnself assure against such i.rrli
rect conpllsion contributes to that fear. He must accept some responsibili
ty for legislation that lilnits or prohibits testing of employees or appli
cants. To repeat a point raised earlier, there is little value in making 
claiIns about the effectiveness of polygraph testing in conunerce. '!hose who 
do that are attempting to answer an argument that opponents of polygraph are 
not making ani do not care about. 

Examiners must decide for themselves what examinations they will con
duct, ani must not sinply accept every job that is shoved at them. Poly
graIil schools should be required to provide more hours on ethics. Any 
examiner who has never refused to do a test has probably conducted at least 
one examination that he should have tm:ned down. Examiners must be prepared 
to make an ethical judgment before proceeding with any issue that is pre
sented for testing. If we can think of no other reason for doing this, we 
must recognize that politicians ani courts have already asserted the right 
to make those very judgments about the work that we do. 

It is not surprising that restrictions have been clamped on the use of 
polygraIil. I believe that we have succeeded admirably in convincing judges 
am. law makers that it works. We must now convince them that we will use it 
in responsible ways that do not threaten the concepts of free choice ani 
personal dignity that they believe they must guard. It is good that society 
at large apparently is not as fearful of polygraph as our courts ani law 
makers. We must work harder now to convince those whom we have put in 
positions of power that we do not represent the threats that they imagine. 
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GRAND JURy AJ:MISSIBILITY 

'!here are few cases in which polygraph evidence has been admitted in 
gram jmy hearings. In united states v. Ibrfman, 532 F.SUpp. 1118 (1981) a 
defemant claimed that withholding polygraph results from the Gram Jmy was 
ilnproper. '!he court held that the results of the test were not sufficiently 
probative to neet the starrlani of clearly negating guilt. In this case the 
defemant made no effort to establish a foundation for the validity of the 
polygraph test. 

In united states v. Eden, 659 F.2d 1376 (9th cir. 1981) the court noted 
that after irxlictment am prior to trial the defemant moved the trial court 
for an oIder requiring the results of a polygraph test taken by the defen
dant to be presented to the Gram Jmy. '!he motion was denied. '!he appel
late court said the trial court did not abuse its discretion in refusing to 
compel the goverrnnent to present evidence to the Gram Jmy which at a later 
hearing was detennined to be inadmissible at trial. 

In a case involving a test using sodium butathol rather than a poly
graph, there is a note that the evidence was presented to the Gram Jmy. 
Indicted, the defemant failed to obtain admissibility of the videotaped 
results into evidence at trial, and the SUpreme Court of Florida agreed with 
the trial court. See state v. Zeigler, 402 So.2d 365 (Fla. 1981). 

In Iowa, a gram jmy changed a decision when polygraph evidence was 
presented. In lllkecart v. SWift & Co., 130 N.W.2d 716 (Iowa 1964), the 
plaintiffs were suing SWift for malicious prosecution and failed. Plain
tiffs were alleged to have been involved in a theft from the company. A 
polygraph examination was given and the results were presented as additional 
evidence to the Grarxi Jmy. Although the Gram Jmy had already irrlicted 
for conspiracy and larceny, after hearing the additional evidence they 
recommended to the Court Attorney that he dismiss the charge. He recommend
ed it to the Court, and the Court dismissed the charge because of reasonable 
doubt. 

In state v. O'Blanc, 346 So.2d 686 (La. 1977) the defemant claimed 
that the trial judge erred in denying their motion to quash, claiming that 
results of polygraph examinations were ilnproperly presented to the Gram 
Jmy. '!he SUpreme Court of IDuisiana cited a state statute which said that 
"no irxlictment shall be quashed or conviction reversed on the grourxi that 
the irxlictment was based, in whole or in part, on illegal evidence." 'Ihere
fore, the Court did not decide whether the submission of the results of the 
polygraph examinations to the Gram Jmy was or was not proper. 

However, a contrary result is found in People v. Ibbler, 215 N. Y . S. 2d 
313 (N. Y. SUffolk County ct. 1961). In that case the Court held that the 
irxlictment for perjmy had to be dismissed because the gram jmy received 
polygraph evidence which was not favorable to the accused. '!he Court said 
the Code of Criminal Procedure in New York states that a grand jmy can 
receive none but legal evidence, and the court held that results of poly
graph tests are not legal evidence in New York. Actually, there are a 
number of cases in which New York cases have admitted polygraph results into 
evidence, before and after Ibbler. What distinguishes Ibbler from O'Blanc 
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is state law. In People v. Ricigliano, 526 N.Y.S.2d 565 (A.D. 2 Dept. 1988) 
the New York SUpreme Court, Appellate Division said the trial court correct
ly denied the defendant's motion to dismiss the indictment on the grourrl 
that the People should have submitted to the Grand Jrny the results of a 
polygraph examination the complainant allegedly failed. citing People v. 
Shedrick, 66 N.Y.S. 1015, 499 N.Y.S.2d 388, 489 N.E.2d 1290, the court said 
polygraph examinations are not considered competent evidence at trial. 
Ricigliano of 1988 is in keeping with the 1961 decision in Dobler, despite 
intervening cases of admissibility at trial, cases which are anomalies 
rather than precedential. 

N. Ansley 

* * * * * * 

NEW srA'IUI'E IN IOWA 

AN Acr! 
REIATING 'IO WE PROHIBITION OF roLYGRArn EXAMINATION AS A 

CONDITION OF EMPIDYMENI', AND PROVIDING A PENALTY. 

BE IT ENACI'ED BY WE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE srATE OF IOWA: 

Section 1. Section 730.4, Code 1987, is amended by striking the sec
tion arrl inserting in lieu thereof the following: 

730.4 roLYGRArn EXAMINATION PROHIBITED. 

1. As used in this section, "polygraph examination" means any proce
dure which involves the use of instnnnentation or a mechanical or electrical 
device to enable or assist the detection of deception, the verification of 
truthfulness, or the rendering of a diagnostic opinion regarding either of 
these, arrl includes a lie detector or sinri.lar test. 

2. An employer shall not as a condition of employment, promotion, or 
change in status of employment, or as an express or inplied condition of a 
benefit or privilege of employment, knowingly do any of the following: 

a. Request or require that an employee or applicant for employ
ment take or submit to a polygraph examination. 

b. Administer, cause to be administered, threaten to administer, 
or attempt to administer a polygraph examination to an employee or applicant 
for employment. 

c. Request or require that an employee or applicant for employ
ment give an express or inplied waiver of a practice prohibited by this 
section. 

3. SUbsection 2 does not apply to the state or a political subdivision 
of the state when in the process of selecting a candidate for employment as 
a peace officer or a corrections officer. 
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4. An errployee who acted in good faith shall not be discharged, disci
plined, or discriminated against in any manner for filirg a CCIl1plaint or 
testifyirg in any proceedirg or action involvirg violations of this section. 
An errployee discharged, disciplined, or otherwise discriminated against in 
violation of this section shall be compensated by the errployer in the annmt 
of any loss of wages am benefits arisirg out of the discrimination am 
shall be restored to the errployee's previous position of errployment. 

5. 'lhis section may be enforced through a civil action. 

a. A person who violates this section or who aids in the viola
tion of this section is liable to an aggrieved errployee or applicant for 
errployment for affinnative relief including reinstateJnent or hirirg, with or 
without back pay, or any other equitable relief as the court deems appropri
ate including attorney fees am court costs. 

b. When a person ccmunits, is ccmunittirg, or proposes to ccmunit, 
an act in violation of this section, an injunction may be granted through an 
action in district court to prohibit the person from continuing such acts. 
'!he action for injunctive relief may be brought by an aggrieved errployee or 
applicant for errployment, the COl.Ulty attorney, or the attorney general. 

A person who in good faith brirgs an action under this subsection 
a1legirg that an errployer has required or requested a polygraph examination 
in violation of this section shall establish that sufficient evidence exists 
upon which a reasonable person could find that a violation has occurred. 
Upon proof that sufficient evidence exists upon which a findirg could be 
made that a violation has occurred as required under this paragraph, the 
errployer has the burden or provirg that the requirements of this section 
were met. 

* * * * * * 
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VrrIORIO BENUSSI AND RESEARCH 

It is vittorio Benussi who first used respiration as a measure to 
detect falsehood. His research, published in 1914, is known to all examin
ers as the basis for the selection of respiration as one of our current 
measures. Benussi 's footnotes tell us that prior research had established a 
relationship between em::>tion am breathing. 

All of the above is irrportant. However, rereading of Benussi discloses 
that he deserves some additional plaudits for his observations am thinking. 
He observed that the "external symptoms of internal events can be 
suppressed by practice," or "at least attenuated to such an extent that 
they remain subliminal even for a highly experienced observer". 

Second, Benussi speculated at length on the problem of translating 
laborato:ry results into the real world, then decided the results apply. We 
are still wrestling with this problem, am his thoughts remain relevant. 

'!hird., Benussi was the first examiner in lie detection to analyze his 
results with statistics, possibly the best statistical tools of his day. 
'!he InspirationfExpiration ratio was only part of the analysis. 

Fourth, so far as I know, Benussi was the first to employ more than one 
physiological measure in detection of deception. He recorded respiration, 
heart rate, am a blood pressure curve. Unfortunately, the only paper we 
have does not discuss the sphygmograph results. Pertlaps the results were 
inconclusive, perhaps the equipment did not function well, am it may be 
that he published the results in another paper. 

Fifth, Benussi explored the results of controlled breathing as a means 
of appearing to be truthful when deceptive, am gave his opinion as to why 
it did not work. '!his is probably the first mention of countenneasures in 
our literature. 

Sixth, Benussi was the first to compare his novel physiological method 
of detecting deception with the accepted method, a ju:ry. However, his ju:ry 
composition varied from 12 to 23 persons. 

seventh, Benussi reports that a truthful statement has characteristics 
of its own. We have largely ignored this, am it deserves more attention. 

Eighth, Benussi wondered whether the response is from the intellectual 
conflict or the enotion of lying. He settled for the latter. 

Despite all this, we are told that Benussi was held in low regard by 
some scientists of his time because his research was poorly designed am 
executed. It was also poorly written. Certainly there is some evidence of 
this in his work on respiration. However, it may be unfair to apply today's 
s'talmrds for psychological research to what was done in a period when 
psychology was a new field, more than 70 years ago. 

Nonnan Ansley 
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See: Vittorio Benussi (1914). Die atmungsymptome der luge. Archiv, FUer 
Die Gessanpte Psycholooie, 31, 244-273. Translated ani reprinted in Poly
~, ~ (1) (March 1975),52-76. 

* * * * * 

OOOK REVIEWS 

Joseph J. Grau, with Ben Jacobson. Criminal ani civil Irwestiqation 
Handbook. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Corrpany, 1981. Price $72.50, $78.55 
postpaid by McGraw-Hill Book Corrpany, P.O. Box 402, Hightstown, New Jersey 
08520. 

Reviewed by Nonnan Ansley 

'!he book ex>ntains 63 chapters on individual topics, by 67 authors ani 
cx>-authors. 'IWo chapters are official publications, one by IEAA ani one by 
the Rochester Police Department. 

'!he polygraph chapter, of six pages, is by Fred Sanchez, a fonner 
polygraph examiner of the New York City Police Deparbnent, now in private 
practice. '!his is a "nuts ani belts" article prepared for the irwestigator 
or attorney. It tells him briefly how a test is administered, ani what he 
must do to prepare his subject ani case facts in order to effectively uti
lize polygraph sel:Vices. In outline fonn, Sanchez lists the limitations of 
the polygraph test, which helps the irwestigator in knowing when subjects 
are unfit for testing, ani what qualifications he should expect in an exam
iner. Sanchez gives an example of a subject waiver fonn, mentions legal 
restrictions, ani has a brief paragraph on voice stress testing. While 
there is nothing new here for polygraph examiners, it is just what is needed 
for irwestigators who ex>ntenplate including polygraph tests in an irwestiga
tive operation. 

'!his approach, of reducing technical ani management papers to a point 
of usefulness for the non-expert makes the book valuable as an advanced 
textbook ani, as the p.lblisher suggests, a reference book for police offi
cers, security personnel, insurance ani regulato:ry irwestigators, attorneys 
ani others interested in the irwestigati ve process. Getting so many experts 
to write a chapter about their specialty is a ex>nsiderable accorrplishment. 
'!he Editor, in sticking to his principle of brevity, must have gone through 
agony with so many papers ani writing styles to obtain a unifonnly superior 
production. Unlike many books on irwestigation, the industrial ani conuner
cial security aspects are not an afterthought, but a significant aspect of 
the book. Altogether, an excellent work, albeit a bit expensive. 

* * * * * * 
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'!he book ex>ntains 63 chapters on individual topics, by 67 authors ani 
cx>-authors. 'IWo chapters are official publications, one by IEAA ani one by 
the Rochester Police Depart::m=nt. 

'!he polygraph chapter, of six pages, is by Fred Sanchez, a fonner 
polygraph examiner of the New York City Police Depart::m=nt, now in private 
practice. '!his is a "nuts ani bolts" article prepared for the irwestigator 
or attorney. It tells him briefly how a test is administered, ani what he 
must do to prepare his subject ani case facts in order to effectively uti
lize polygraph sel:Vices. In outline fonn, Sanchez lists the limitations of 
the polygraph test, which helps the irwestigator in knowing when subjects 
are unfit for testing, ani what qualifications he should expect in an exam
iner. Sanchez gives an exanq;>le of a subject waiver fonn, mentions legal 
restrictions, ani has a brief paragraph on voice stress testing. While 
there is nothing new here for polygraph examiners, it is just what is needed 
for irwestigators who ex>ntenplate including polygraph tests in an irwestiga
tive operation. 

'!his approach, of reducing technical ani management papers to a point 
of usefulness for the non-expert makes the book valuable as an advanced 
textbook ani, as the p.lblisher suggests, a reference book for police offi
cers, security personnel, insurance ani regulato:ry irwestigators, attorneys 
ani others interested in the irwestigati ve process. Getting so many experts 
to write a chapter about their specialty is a ex>nsiderable accorrplishment. 
'!he Editor, in sticking to his principle of brevity, must have gone through 
agony with so many papers ani writing styles to obtain a unifonnly superior 
production. Unlike many books on irwestigation, the industrial ani conuner
cial security aspects are not an afterthought, but a significant aspect of 
the book. Altogether, an excellent work, albeit a bit expensive. 

* * * * * * 
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M:>rton S. Freeman. A TreasurV for Word lDvers. Rrlladelphia: iSi 
Press, 1983. Paperback, 333 pages, $14.95. Order from iSi Press, 3501 
Market street, Rrlladelphia, PA 19104, tel. 215/386-0100. 

Revie;"red by Nonnan Ansley 

Every investigator am polygraph examiner writes reports, letters, am 
occasionally the results of research am professional papers for publica
tion. A TreasUl:y for Word lDvers is a useful text for all who write re
ports, as it is organized by the word you have in question, am the topic 
that may be of concern. '!his book is so good it was selected as an alter
nate selection by the Book-of-the-Month Club am the Quality Papert>ack Book 
Club. It is one of a series on professional writing published by iSi Press. 
For our profession, this one is the most useful, but there are books by iSi 
that tell you how to write am publish scientific papers, medical papers, 
engineering papers am reports, plus a book on the art of abstracting. 

'!he TreasU1:y is aptly titled, as it offers slants am solutions to the 
ntnnerous problems of usage that beset people who connnunicate in writing. In 
our profession, where precision is essential, the Treasury is useful in 
answering questions on granunar, word selection am usage, punctuation, am a 
rnnnber of other problems that plague us all. '!his is not a textbook. It is 
a reference book that will soon be dog-eared from regular use. 

* * * * * 

Computer Analysis 

John C. Kircher am David C. Raskin. "Human Versus Computerized Evalu
ations of Polygraph Data in a Laboratory Setting." Jotrrnal of Applied 
Psychology 73 (1988)(2),291-302. 

Conp.rter methods were compared with htnnan blind analysis of charts made 
during a IOOCk crime experiment. '!here were 100 persons in the experiment, 
half guilty of a IOOCk crime, half innocent. '!here were 48 subjects in 
another experiment, producing results used to cross validate the computer 
model. Computer classification of the first experiment's results were 93 
percent correct, while blind numerical analysis of the same charts by a 
skilled examiner were 89 percent correct. On cross-validation, the computer 
results were correct in 94 percent of the cases am the examiner's numerical 
analyses were correct in 92 percent of the cases. '!hese differences are not 
statistically significant, am the overall experiment suggests that comput
erized results may be useful in quality control. 

Nonverbal Detection of Deception 

Paul Ekman, Wallace V. Friesen am Maureen O'SUllivan. "Smiles When 
Lying." Journal of Personality am Social Psychology 54 (3) (1988): 414-420. 
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SUbtle differences am:>ng fonns of smiling distinguished when subjects 
were truthful am when they lied about experiencing pleasant feelings. 
Expression that included nruscular activity around the eyes in addition to 
the smiling lips occurred Il¥)re often when people were actually enjoying 
themselves as c:x:mpared with when enjoyment was feigned to conceal negative 
emotions. Smiles that included traces of nruscular actions associated with 
disgust, fear, conte.npt, or sadness occurred Il¥)re often when subjects were 
trying to mask negative enotions with a happy mask. When these differences 
am:>ng types of smiling were ignored am smiling was treated as a unitary 
J;i1enamenon, there was no difference between tro.thful am deceptive behavior. 
[author abstract] illustrated, references. 

Reprint requests am correspomence concerning the article should be 
addressed to Paul Ekman, Human Interaction laboratory, Department of Psychi
atry, University of california, San Francisco, 401 Parnassus Avenue, San 
Francisco, california 94143. 

Ronald E. Riggio, Joan 'lilcker & Barbara 'lhrockmorton (1987). "Social 
Skills am Deception Ability." Personality am Social Psychology Bulletin 
13 (4), 568-577. 

'!he role of social or communication skills in the ability to deceive 
was investigated. 'Ihirty-eight student volunteers were administered a 
number of stamardized social skill instruments. SUbjects were then video
taped while giving short, persuasive messages. Messages were of three 
types: attitude-consistent (tro.thful), counterattitudinal (deceptive), am 
neutral. '!he videotaped messages were viewed by groups of judges who made 
ratings of the subject's believability for each message. Expressive am 
socially tactful subjects were Il¥)re successful deceivers, whereas socially 
anxious subjects were less successful at the deception task. 'Ihese results 
were attributed to an honest demeanor bias in the socially skilled subjects 
am a deceptive demeanor bias in the socially anxious subjects. 

For copies of reprints write to Ronald E. Riggio, Department of Psy
chology, california state University, Fullertin, CA 92634. 

Validity of Sexual Arousal Measures for Pedophiles 

Gordon C. Nagayama Hall, William C. Proctor, am Geo:rge M. Nelson. 
''Validity of Rlysiological Measures of Pedophilic Sexual Arousal in a Sexual 
Population." Journal of Consulting am Clinical Psychology 56 (1) (1988) : 
118-122. 

Sexual arousal, as neasured by penile erection, in response nomeviant 
am pedophilic audiotapes was analyzed in a sample of 122 inpatient adult 
male sexual offemers. Eighty percent of the subjects were able to volun
tarily am CXIlpletely inhibit their sexual arousal. 

Multivariate analyses suggested that nomeviant am deviant arousal 
were significantly associated am that sexual arousal as a male voice de
scribed consenting sexual intercourse with women or female minors was 
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significantly higher than sexual arousal to descriptions of physically 
forcible sexual am nonsexual activity with female minors. However, the 
corresporxience of these physiological measures with several external. offense 
criteria was weak. 

Deviant sexual arousal among sexual offerrlers may often reflect general 
arousability rather than deviant sexual behavior. caution is advised in the 
interpretation of physiological measures to assess sexual offerrlers. 

Requests for reprints am correspondence coI1CeTI1ing this article should 
be addressed to Gordon C. Nagayama Hall, WesteJ:n state Hospital, Fort 
Steilacoom, Washington 98491. 

* * * * * * 
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